
Hooray for Health! 
Join us for a lively evening conversation about food systems, the 
importance of local farms, and tips on feeding our families local, 

seasonal food.  
 

Thursday, March 7, at 7 pm 
Hannah Elementary School 

41 Brimball Avenue in Beverly, MA. 
The adult event is free and open to the public. 

Refreshments will be served. 
 
Ever wonder why it is so hard to find out where your food comes from and how it is 
produced? Thursday 3/7 at 7 pm at Hannah Elementary School, Farmers To You is 
joining Beverly Public School’s month long Hooray for Health celebration to explore this 
question and identify healthy and sustainable ways families can feed themselves. The 
discussion will be led by Farmers To You founder Greg Georgaklis and Christine Lazor of 
Butterworks Farm.  

 
Georgaklis founded Farmers To You in 2010 to create a healthy regional food system where 
families could know their farmers and build a regional food community.  “Look at what you have 
eaten today; can you identify where your food came from and how it was produced?” asks 
Georgaklis. “Our dominant, industrial food system lacks transparency and for good reason. 
Many of us simply do not imagine our food coming from these industrial practices that exploit 
soil, animals, climate and humans.”  
  
Abigail Sykes, MS, RDN, a dietitian working with the Beverly Public School system, reports 
that they wanted to bring this discussion to Hooray for Health as an opportunity for families to 
get a first hand understanding of where food comes from. "We're really excited to hear from 
Christine Lazor of Butterworks Farm. There are so many confusing nutritional messages out 
there that it is easy to get lost. The more we learn about where our food comes from, the more 
we can appreciate and understand how our food choices impact our families, our communities, 
and our environment" says Sykes. 
 

### 
 
Farmers To You is a year-round, full diet, online farmers market that connects over 80 regional farms 
with customers throughout the greater Boston area with weekly home deliveries or pick ups at 27 
neighborhood sites (including two pickup site here in Beverly). More info and a list of Farmers To You 
pickup sites can be found at www.farmerstoyou.com. 
 
The Hooray for Health program is supported and partially funded by a generous grant from the Beverly 
Education Foundation and the Hannah PTO.  All educational and non-academic programs, activities and 
employment opportunities at Beverly Public Schools are offered without regard to race, color, sex, 
religion, national origin, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity, homelessness, age and/or disability, 
and any other class or characteristic protected by law. 
 
For more information about this event or Farmers To You, email christine@farmerstoyou.com. 


